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KG ASSEMBLY
1.3.2023
The school assembly is a place where all students feel the
school as an organized group.

Sr Kg kids assembled for assembly

The morning assembly inculcates moral values and
prepare children to start their routine.Assembly started
with  prayer followed by tamil thai Vazhthu  by teachers
and  pledge by teachers. kids participated in different
events like story related to theme, general quiz, dumb
charades to find the story name   and  activities to find
different countries flag name.speech by coordinator to
wish all the kids for next acadmic year.The assembly ended
with National anthem.







WORLD WILDLIFE DAY
3.3.2023
"The morning assembly held by Class X-C emphasized
the importance of wildlife conservation in light of World
Wildlife Day. The assembly commenced with the recital
of the Tamil Thai Vazhthu and general greetings followed
by the thought for the day and news. Additionally, a few
students celebrated their birthdays, and the assembly
wished them well.

The students of Class X-C delivered speeches on the topic
"Preventing Fauna" and "Sustaining all life on Earth." The
speeches highlighted the significance of preserving
wildlife and ways humans can be more responsible in
conserving the environment. The assembly recognized
the academic and extracurricular achievements of
students and awarded them on this platform.

Finally, the assembly concluded with the national anthem.
The school assembly is a vital platform to encourage
students and raise awareness of critical issues, and this
assembly effectively conveyed the importance of
protecting our wildlife and environment.





THOUGHT OF THE DAY
10.3.2023

We the students of class XII A hosted the assembly on the
topic” Thought For The Day”on 10 March 2023. The day was
kickstarted with the Tamizh Thai Vazhthu followed by the
thought of the day. The news was delivered stating the
headlines of the day in various aspects from local news to
sports news. Next was a speech on “Stress and Tips for Board
examination” where useful information regarding time
management and other helpful points were shared regarding
board examinations. An interactive speech with the audience
was presented on the topic “My Dream Career”. Students of
different classes were asked to share their dream career and
tips were given by our class students on guiding yourself and
focusing on your path of life. Followed by this ,prize
distribution happened  and finallythe assembly ended  with 
 National Anthem.



Students of class XII-B hosted the assembly on
17th March 2023. The day was kickstarted with
Tamil Thai vazhthu followed by a pledge and
thought for the day. The news was delivered
stating the headlines of the day in various
aspects covering education to sports. Next was a
speech on "World Evacuation Day" followed by
interesting facts about Boston.

         In addition  our respected Principal
delivered a speech about words of wisdom and
the assembly concluded with National Anthem

WORLD EVACUATION DAY
17.3.2023





TUBERCULOSIS DAY

24.3.2023

The energetic Friday started with the assembly presented by
the students of 12 c.

To begin, choir started thamizh thai vazhthu, followed by
the school pledge, shared the thought of the day to enlighten
the students with an inspiring quote, and was being updated
with current affairs.

The comparers to introduce the students to the topic for the
day " World Tuberculosis Day" and delivered a speech
explaining the causes, symptoms of tuberculosis disease.

The students of 12 c presented an knowledgeable act to
spread the awareness of tuberculosis and other similar
disease and on how to differentiate between them with short
role play.

The principal was invited to share the views about the
assembly. Principal addressed the students with further
knowledge about tuberculosis and advised the students to be
hygienic and safe.

Principal invited and introduced the new Vice principal to
the students.

Vice principal addressed the students by sharing an
inspiring story about discipline.

After the address the choir students lead the National
Anthem and the school dispersal marking the end of the
programme.





WELCOME ASSEMBLY(2023-24)
27.3.2023

The assembly commenced with the teachers welcoming
the students for the next academic year. The thought for
the day was presented by a teacher from the social science
department

It was followed by a welcome speech by the coordinator
and thirukural and dohe by the tamil and hindi
department teachers respectively. An amazing quiz was
conducted by the teachers of Math department. 

The teachers from the science department presented an
interesting non verbal game based on the science concepts
that they were already aware of. The social department
also conducted a quiz which the students enjoyed a lot. 

The students celebrated their birthday were wished by the
choir.  The assembly concluded with the principal and
vice principal mam  addressing the gathering and
welcoming the new students. 

Overall it was a great show by the teachers.





Students of class II A presented
the assembly on 28/03/2023
on the topic : International
Weed Appreciation Day. 

International Weed
Appreciation Day on March
28th each year reminds us that
some weeds are beneficial to us
and our ecosystem.Some are
edible and nutritious, while
other weeds have medicinal
value.
The assembly began with the
"Thamizh Thai Vazhthu", and
school prayer song. Academic
Coordinator mam and Head
Mistress mam gave a welcome
speech for the students.
Followed by students delivered
speech about the beneficial
weeds and how to clean the
weeds.The assembly ended
with the national anthem.

INTERNATIONAL WEED
APPRECIATION DAY
28.3.2023





MY SUMMER HOLIDAY
30.3.2023
Summer Holidays are the most awaited time of the year for every student in their
life. Summer Holidays bring a lot of chances to get involved in many things that
we have been hoping to do. It reminds me that holidays are more useful if you
utilize them properly by doing something useful. To put this into practice, a
special assembly was organized to tell students about how the holidays to be spent
usefully. The Students of class V A participated in a general assembly ‘My
Summer Holiday ‘23’ on 30th March 2023.
The assembly commenced with the Morning prayer and school song followed by
Thought for the day, Elocution on ‘My Summer Holiday and why Summer
holidays are important’, Demonstration of few Important yoga postures along
with their benefits,outdoor games, and birthday wishes for the birthday champs.
Students presented the outdoor games, posters on yoga and it’s significance.
Students actively participated and exhibited their talents. The assembly ended
with prize distribution for few students for their achievements in different fields
and National anthem. 



NO PLASTIC CARNIVAL
3.3.2023
It is a well-known fact that Single-use plastics are serious climate change
hazard. Studies confirm that the proliferation of it is accelerating climate
change and should be urgently halted as it affects the ecosystem on the
whole. With similar concerns, The San Academy Pallikaranai has
incorporated in the teaching and learning theme No plastic project. 
A carnival was conducted on March 3, 2023 ‘Say no to plastic’ to sensitize
the students and staff about the effects of usage of plastic.
A talk on the effect of plastic usage was done where students were made to
understand the various ways in which one could curb the usage of plastic
in our day to day life. Talks were supported by physical activities wherein
plastic bags of washroom and dustbins were replaced by paper bags.
Further segregations of biodegradable wastage was also done by paper
lining bags. In our school. The children showcased a fashion fiesta where
plastic were converted as costumes, the substitute of plastic, eco-friendly
objects were among them. Kids presented slogans against usage of plastic,
displayed craft items with best out of plastic. The famous tik, tik plastic
song was sung by kids, story narration of avoiding plastic made the
audience thunderstruck
Children involved in no plastic zone games. A rally with no plastic
handmade poster took place in nearby locality of the school. Kids gifted
the newspaper bags to the adjacent shops.  
The students and the staff were educated on the harmful effects of plastics
and realized the importance of practicing ‘no –plastic activities in daily
life.









Orientation program was conducted to familiarize the new
parents with San Academy Pallikaranai's, Policies
procedures and curriculum. Nearly 330 new parents across
grades I to IX, enthusiastically participated and clarified
their doubts pertaining to new academic year. Refreshment
and lunch was organised for an inclusive session. The
parent as well as students felt at ease .San Academy
Pallikaranai once more was delighted to include the
newcomers in its wing ,and  to help them reach for the stars
...

ORIENTATION PROGRAM
4.3.2023



Time is a difficult concept for children to understand.
They start to get an idea of how time passes thanks to the
different situations they encounter in their day-to-day
life, such as eating hours, daily habits, or the switch from
day to night. The fact that these events occur in a certain
order helps the little ones to get a better understanding
of time and how important it is. Learning about seasons
of the year and their transition helps kids better
comprehend how time works.
Children happily anticipate to play with the fallen leaves
during autumn or to make the best and most awesome
snow figures when winter comes. Not to mention the
excitement when summer is almost there, and the
opportunity to go to the beach arises! Or some little ones
are excited to see the plants growing stronger and
flowers blooming during the spring season. 
The nursery kids done activity related to four seasons-
chart activity -bit pasting, paper crushing, and sticking,
and stringing flower for garland. Seasonal food habits
were educated and importance of drinking water during
summer were emphasized. Children cherished seasons
with musical movements

SEASONAL FUN DAY
6.3.2023





Health is like money, we never have a true idea of its
value until we lose it.” – Josh Billings
It is important for the children to know and
understand that health is the true wealth and the
easiest way of maintaining a good health is having
wholesome and nutritious meals and keeping yourself
clean and germ free. Keeping all this in mind Jr. Kg. of
San Academy Pallikaranai celebrated Nutri day.
Students were taught different aspects of healthy and
nutritious eating. In our Indian diet grains and pulses
are a vital provider of nutrition. Students were taught
about different grains and pulses that are paramount
in our daily diet. Our body has different nutritional
needs in different seasons. Students were told what
food items are beneficial for different seasons. Display
of healthy food item like dairy products,
Veggies, fruits, pulses and grains, sprouted grain and
were explained the importance of healthy food eating
habits to children

NUTRI-DAY
7.3.2023





Stories come in different forms and shapes. Some make us
think about the serious side of life while others make us laugh
at the lighter side of it. The Sr. Kg. Kids were being introduced
to different forms and styles of storytelling as their theme and
Fabricate a Fable was a fun-filled introduction to the magical
world of fables where animals can talk, where dragons and
unicorns exist and where the good always emerges as the victor
against evil.
Kids came in their favourite story characters such as
Cinderella, Rapunzel, Snow white, Gingerbread man, Hulk,
and got an opportunity to develop communication skills via
storytelling, performing theater act and in presenting their
imagination in this day. Students understood that short moral
stories are called ‘fable’ for eg. ‘Panchatantra (Five principles)
which is an ancient Indian collection of animal fables. The day
had loads of fun and frolic.

FAMED FABLE DAY
8.3.2023







CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM
7.3.2023

TOPIC : Best Career Options after class XII for Commerce
Stream
RESOURCE PERSON :  Dr.K.N.Ramasamy (Managing
Director of RR Academy)
VENUE : Conference Hall ( III floor) – Pallikaranai Branch
WELCOME ADDRESS : MS. RAMYA BALAJI
VOTE OF THANKS : MS. SUGANYA

Exclusive Career Guidance Programme was organized for
the Commerce students by Ms. Meenakshi (9-12 Corp.
head) on behalf of the Management.  Prof. KNR brought
out the importance of Commerce Stream and its value
throughout the world. He created an awareness regarding
the widespread opportunities available around for the one
who wish to pursue commerce stream. 

He also highlighted the professional courses that can be
pursued choosing commerce stream and its value in the
future. 
RR Academy and San Academy collaboration for CA
coaching for class XI and XII is highlighted. Students were
given pamphlets for the CA coaching details which is
scheduled to take place from June onwards in Kamakoti
Nagar branch.

The Principal of San Academy, Pallikaranai addressed the
students and motivated them for their future endeavours.
Students also actively interacted with the professor and
got the clarification of various queries. 
On the whole, the session was very lively, interactive and
informative.





Where there is a woman, there is magic.... 

To make the magical feel felt women's day was celebrated with great
excitement and joy by the teachers of grade 6-8.

The session started with a short introduction on the significance of
being a woman. The teachers then shared their experiences about
their peers, their strengths, joyful moments in life and the memories
that are etched in their minds forever. 

The teachers then requested our principal to address the gathering as
she is a strong and great woman who is the captain of the ship that
they are travelling in. 

Different emotions like knowledge sharing, helping peers, feel of
equality had filled the air with lot of enthusiasm.

Overall it was an outstanding celebration celebrating womanhood.

WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION
8.3.2023



KG GRADUATION DAY 
11.3.2023

Graduation – is a time to celebrate new beginnings and say goodbye to
everything that has given you a reason to smile. It is warm memories of the
past and big dreams for the future”.

Kindergarten graduation is an exciting milestone for pre-primary children as
it’s their first step towards a future full of hopes and possibilities. It marks a
new beginning that adds new dimensions to their school life and the journey
they begin towards knowledge and education.
To celebrate progression and development, KG wing of San Academy
Pallikaranai celebrated Graduation Day with a lot of stage activities
portraying yearlong learning of the  students. To bless students and
encourage them to be great learners, the PTA members of each Sr Kg section
along with Primary Headmistress graced the occasion with their presence.
The programme began with a prayer song presented by  Kindergarteners and
was followed by the welcome speech of the Kg Coordinator. The program
continued with group dance, group song, mime, fashion walk of the
mythological characters, instrumental play, the students left everybody spell
bound as they  displayed breath taking colours with highly coordinated
movements that promptly set the tone and mood of the atmosphere to an all-
time high. Their energetic booming and clapping coaxed the enthusiastic
parents to sway to its lively beats.
Then came the most important part of the ccelebrations SR KG students
walking on the stage for their KG convocation. Their smiling faces were
welcomed by rapturous applause from the audience as they received scrolls
of merit on the dais.  It was indeed a joyous and memorable day for the little
ones as they received their Graduation certificates from our dignitaries. 
The Jr Kg kids sang a good bye song, whereas the primary teachers sang
welcome song inviting the kids to primary section. The PTA representatives
shared their gratitude to the school management and teachers for building a
strong foundation for all the kids.It was indeed a memorable experience for
the little ones and be blessed as  they continue their education in the main
stream of the school.





The session started with a welcome note followed by
introduction of the new Vice Principal Ms. Melitha. 

The new joinees were welcomed into the San Family
and they gave a small Introduction about themselves 

The principal then addressed the gathering giving
away clear guidelines and instructions for the book
distribution scheduled on 24 th and 25 th of March
2023 fom Kg to grade 9.

The staff leaving the San group were called upon
wing wise after a brief note about them by their
respective coordinators . The principal handed over
a gift from the management side as a token of love
and wishes. 

The session concluded with an high tea and
vote of thanks

TEACHERS FAREWELL

23.3.2023





POCSO MEETING

23.3.2023

POCSO COMMITTEE Review meeting held on
23rd March 2023 Thursday. 
This is the last meeting for the academic year
2022 - 2023.
Welcome note was given by Ms. Padmini Baskar 
Our Principal Mam Ms. Hemalatha
Sooryanarayanan addressed the committee.
First of all She thanked the almighty  for the
smooth functioning of the committee and the
safe journey of academic year 2022-2023and
committee members for their active and vigilant
participation who safeguarded the students of
San Academy for stress-free journey 2022-2023. 
Parents appreciated Ms. Hemalatha
Sooryanarayanan for her great effort in
providing conducive and safer environment for
the students. They have appreciated the steps
taken by the committee members to safeguard
the students. 
Principal Mam has informed the committee
member about awareness program which she
has planned to organize in the month of june for
all the staffs and the students of high school and
higher secondary by the experts. 
The meeting ended with vote of thanks by Ms.
Padmini Baskar





POCSO Review Meeting with
Teachers
25.03.2023

*Teachers thanked the POCSO Committee
for the smooth functioning of the committee
and for the safe journey of the students for
the academic year 2022-2023.
*Appreciation to the committee members for
their active and vigilant participation who
safeguarded the students of San Academy for
a stress-free journey.
*Teachers' suggestion to insist on the dress
codes for the students during festival time to
avoid any kind of issues.
*Suggestions on the contribution of CCA staff
will help to monitor the discipline of the
students on the school premises.
*Teachers took an oath that they will work
toward the safety of the students diligently
* New Vice Principal, Ms. Melitha
participated in the meeting and addressed
the gathering as well regarding the POCSO.



Points discussed
*Appreciation on support staffs for their excellent
performance in the academic year 2022-23 in
keeping the children safe
*Contribution towards the safeguarding the
children
*Following guidelines and protocols
*Valuable suggestions on seeking helping hands
for taking the students to their respective classes
and to stand in the staircase as there is no CCTV.
*This will be rectified during the academic year
2023-24



FIRST DAY OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR
2023_24
27.3.2023

After the short break, it is only normal to get them back in their
“student mode” to activate them into pursuing their dreams and
aspirations. 

We are most excited to have our students back on campus. For
the old students, hope you enjoyed your break and are ready to
reach for the stars. And for our new students, you made the right
choice coming to this citadel of learning. Emerge yourself in all
the learning process and the sky is your stepping stone to
greatness.

The school is much more willing than ever to assist you by giving
the right learning environment and providing more learning aid
to help you achieve your academic dreams and goals.







Based on theme, the students  were given hexagonal
shaped cards. Flowers of different shapes and colors
were distributed to the students. The students chose
the favorite  colour flowers and stuck them on the
cards provided. They were also told, how nature
smiles at us through colors.





WEAR A HAT DAY
31.3.2023
On the theme of "Wear a Hat Day," the students of class
10A at San Academy organized an assembly on 31 of
April  2023 to raise awareness about the benefits of
wearing a hat and the complexity of brain tumor. The
assembly commenced with the Tamil Nadu State Song,
"Tamizh Thaai Vaazhthu," followed by the pledge and
the school song.

After that,  "Thought for the Day," was read out which
was followed by a reading from the classic Tamil
literature, Thirukural. The news related to the latest
developments in brain tumors was also presented to the
audience to keep them informed and up-to-date.

Next a speech on the benefits of wearing a hat,
highlighting how it protects us from the sun's harmful
UV rays and helps us stay cool in the scorching heat was
given. The speaker also stressed the importance of
wearing a hat for people who spend a lot of time
outdoors, such as farmers, construction workers, and
outdoor enthusiasts.

In addition, another speech about the complexity of
brain tumors, raising awareness of the seriousness of
this health issue was also delivered. The speaker urged
the audience to be mindful of their health and to seek
medical help if they notice any symptoms that could
indicate a brain tumor.

Finally, the school principal addressed the assembly
and congratulated the students on organizing a
successful and informative event. The assembly
concluded with the singing of the National Anthem,
reminding everyone of the importance of patriotism
and national unity.

Overall, the assembly on "Wear a Hat Day" was a well-
organized and informative event that successfully
raised awareness about the benefits of wearing a hat
and the complexity of brain tumors. The students
demonstrated their leadership skills, and the event
provided a platform for them to showcase their public
speaking abilities.





AWARDS, ACCOLADES AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

Rohit X C of San
pallikaranai participated
and won first place in a
Tennis tournament held at
Vellammal school, Chennai

Students of Class X C , Aravindh 2nd
place
Jaeswar 1st place
Sruthi 1st place
Naveen 2nd In Open karate
championship held at Queen mary's
college, Chennai 



Student  Pranav of Class IX A
Participated and won in a Chess
tournament conducted by Global
International school, Pammal 

Rohit of X C Participated in a
Tennis tournament Under 14
Singles and Under 18 Doubles and
recieved the overall best
performance award 




